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Oliver Munday

What's the correlation between high religiosity and
generosity?

Altruism

Charity Begins on Video
Heart-tugging appeals to compassion sway less-religious people more than the devout, a study finds.

Roughly 100 people watched either a video about child poverty,
set to doleful music, or a neutral video of two people talking.
Then they were asked what part of income one should spend on
charity. They also played a "Dictator Game": If they got a gift of
$10, how much would they give to a stranger they'd been
paired with?

There was a correlation between high religiosity and
generosity. But for the less-religious, whether or not they'd
seen the child-poverty video influenced their levels of giving.
Meanwhile, the video had no such influence on the more-
religious participants. The researchers theorized that, lacking a
framework encouraging "pro-social" behavior, less-religious
people are motivated more by personality traits and the

emotion of a situation.

"My Brother's Keeper: Compassion Predicts Generosity More Among Less Religious Individuals," Laura R.
Saslow and six other authors, Social Psychological and Personality Science (forthcoming)

Neuroscience

Your Brain on Advertising
Maybe companies should pay less attention to what small "focus groups" say and more to what their brain scans
reveal.

To predict reactions of a broader public, 31 subjects interested in quitting smoking were recruited for a focus
group to evaluate samples from three antismoking ad campaigns: A (a humorous effort that empathized about
the difficulty of the task), B (more serious but also empathetic), and C (lighthearted). Ads in each campaign
ended by posting a hotline number for help quitting smoking. Researchers measured the viewers' neural activity
as they watched.
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Raising college-enrollment rates among low-income
students

Studio NMinusOne in collaboration with Rodolphe el-
Khoury

This high-tech blanket creates a digital record of your
tossing and turning.

The viewers, rating the ads for their power, helpfulness, grabbiness and so on, ordered them B, A, C. But levels
of brain activity in a region tied to behavioral change suggested the ranking C, B, A. That ranking better
captured real-world performance. For example, Campaign C caused a 32-fold increase in calls to the hotline, in
contrast to only a threefold rise for Campaign A.

"From Neural Responses to Population Behavior: Neural Focus Group Predicts Population-Level Media
Effects," Emily B. Falk, Elliot T. Berkman and Matthew D. Lieberman, Psychological Science (forthcoming)

Education

Fear of Paperwork
An intervention that takes about eight minutes can raise
college-enrollment rates among low-income students, a study
shows. Policy makers have long suspected that the lengthy Free
Application for Federal Student Aid is a hurdle to enrollment.
So researchers tested having tax experts fill out the form when
families sought tax help at H&R Block.

More than 26,000 families with incomes under $45,000 took
part in the study. Some got full help filling out the form, others
just got information, still others nothing at all. Merely
providing information didn't make a difference, but among the
group getting full help, the rate of college attendance the next
year rose to 42% from 34%. And that wasn't a one-year bump:
The difference persisted into a second year of college.

"The Role of Application Assistance and Information in
College Decisions," Eric P. Bettinger, Bridget Terry Long,
Philip Oreopoulos and Lisa Sanbonmatsu, Quarterly Journal
of Economics (forthcoming)

CHIPS IN A BLANKET
"IM Blanky," a "smart" blanket, brings together high
technology and homely arts and crafts.

For an art exhibition, designers affiliated with the University of
Toronto's architecture school arrayed 104 sensors in floral
patterns on a green taffeta blanket, linking them with soft
conductive material. The sensors relay moment-by-moment
data about their orientation; the information goes to a
processor and then wirelessly to a computer, which creates a 3-
D rendering of the fabric's surface. One potential application is
monitoring fitful sleepers, and the designers are brainstorming
with medical engineers about ways to deploy "the blanket with
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an I.P. address" in hospitals.

A version of this article appeared May 5, 2012, on page C4 in some U.S. editions of The Wall Street Journal,
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